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Piedmont Friends Yearly Meeting Interim Meeting Minutes 

Eighth month twenty-sixth day 2017 at New Garden Friends Meeting 

 

PFYM clerks and monthly meeting and worship group representatives in attendance: 

 

Kathy Walker 

Alice Carlton 

Emilie Condon 

Naveed Moeed 

Marian Beane  

Kathy Metzo  

Julie Stafford  

Sally Freeman 

Abingdon 

Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

Charlotte 

Charlotte 

Charlotte  

Eno 

Paul Klever 

Larry Barker 

Virginia Driscoll (substitute) 

Martin King  

Jan Schmidt   

Gary Hornsby  

Doris Wilson 

Eno 

Eno 

New Garden  

Raleigh 

Raleigh 

Salem Creek 

Upstate 

 

 

Friends gathered for a period of worship. 

 

Clerk Marian Beane relayed regrets from John Shuford (Raleigh), who is leading an AVP workshop in a 

correctional facility today, and Mike Wilson (Fancy Gap) who had to work today.  Karin Heller has been 

appointed as Interim Meeting representative from New Garden, but will not begin serving until after the 

new year. 

 

Minutes from the June 3, 2017 meeting were approved for posting and archive storage after the 

correction of a misspelling. 

 

Review and reflection on the morning’s PFF/YM joint meeting 

Friends reflected that the timing of the meeting was good, and the clerks did a good job of sharing 

responsibility. In the future, IM will consider the listing of priority work at our June meeting in 

preparation for a report to the August joint meeting.  Friends affirm the value of an annual joint meeting 

with PFF Representative Body. 

 

PFYM 2017 Annual Session Epistle (Marian Beane) 

Marian reported that the Epistle as distributed to representatives in its final form was sent to “Friends 

everywhere.” She heard from the Lake Erie Yearly Meeting clerk that parts of our epistle were read at 

their annual session.  Others thanked us for the epistle. 

 

P&SC Survey Distribution and Response (Naveed Moeed for working group)  

Naveed reported the surveys have been distributed and 75 responses have been received, including 

those collected at the spring retreat in March. The working group expects more survey responses to 

come.  Thus far, there seem to be clear “hot spots” of interest around certain concerns, and numerous 

responders expressed a willingness to provide leadership in an area if needed. Naveed learned today of 

a concern from Durham P&SC committee who anticipate that a response to the survey would result in 

an additional email burden. Naveed will take this concern to the working group to consider (1) changing  
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the survey to allow an opt-out of further emails; and (2) follow-up communication with Durham Friends 

and all who received the original survey. The working group will also be considering with the presiding 

clerk any follow-up communication to meetings with the meeting’s response rate.   

 

Statistics and Status Reports Working Group including timeline for 2017-18 (Kathy Metzo) 

The working group (Kathy Metzo and Sally Freeman) are working on the 2017 statistics and status report 

forms to be submitted by monthly meetings by 1/31/2018.  The working group will again suggest to 

meetings that September and October are good “typical” months to use for collecting the requested 

attendance statistics. A letter, a copy of the Directory, and the new report form will be sent to monthly 

meetings soon. The new report form will ask whether Friends would like their contact information 

shared in the Directory for next year. The working group does not recommend changes in the statistical 

data collected.  Meeting Nominating Committee clerk and FWCC Representative will be added to the list 

of meeting clerks requested for the Directory.  Friends agreed to release the remaining work to the 

working group so the final report forms can be distributed to monthly meetings before the November 

IM meeting. IM may revisit adding Friends to the working group when the data reports are submitted. 

 

Naming Committee for Clerk of Nominating Committee (Gary Hornsby)  

The Naming Committee approached a member of the Nominating Committee, but that person declined 

to be nominated for the clerk position. The naming committee continues to work on this position.  

 

PFYM 2017-18 Calendar Draft 

Friends considered the calendar draft and agreed to add the dates of the PFF Fall Retreat. The amended 

calendar is attached to these minutes and will be distributed to meeting clerks. It was noted the 

calendar is appropriate to be posted on the PFF/YM website when possible.  

 

Monthly Meetings’ Challenges and Requests for YM Support (continued from IM 6/3/17 meeting)  

• Youth programming (conversation with PFF) 

• Connect MM’s around common social witness & advocacy concerns (survey in progress) 

• Book of discipline/queries 

Might a working group prepare a guidance message regarding usefulness of the PFYM 

Handbook?  

Are we also called to consider advices for marriage, membership, clearness? Or not yet? 

• Facilitate sharing among Friends across yearly meeting 

Might we invite clerks of some (or all) committees listed in the Directory to meet (separately) 

at the IM November meeting? 

 

In considering this list, Friends focused on the last point, noting that the idea of inviting meeting 

committee clerks to meet concurrent with one of the IM meetings would serve to strengthen the level 

of engagement among meetings. It was also suggested that this means could be used for Friends 

responding to a “hot issue” concern from the P&SC survey, to try to “jumpstart” connections among one 

of the Google groups. November seems like a good time to do this, following on the heels of the survey. 

It was also mentioned that we might enrich the spring retreat with such focus groups. Perhaps if we 
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invite a “hot issue” group in November, we could consider a clerks’ meeting with a facilitator concurrent 

with our February meeting. 

 

Regarding the Handbook, there was mention of providing some advices online for suggested reading. 

Friends agreed to sit with the other points for re-consideration in November. 

 

PFYM Website Friend. Discussion of finding a Friend who might be willing to serve as the PFYM Website 

Friend was deferred until after the report considering moving to a Quaker Cloud format. 

 

PFYM messages to Friends in Charlottesville and Barcelona  

Friends agreed we are led to send supportive messages to Friends in Charlottesville and Barcelona and 

to the synagogue in Charlottesville as well. Emilie is open to drafting the messages and the clerks to 

refining and sending them.  Martin King will write a Spanish translation. 

 

Interim Meeting Schedule 

• November 11 at New Garden Friends 

• February 3 at New Garden Friends 

• Annual Sessions during the PFF/YM spring retreat, March 30 – April 1 at Carolina Friends School 

 

Budget Input for PFF. Friends agreed that a $900 budget is sufficient to meet the need for 

representatives’ costs attending meetings of the Quaker organization at which they represent PFYM.   

A list of Interim Meeting Representatives and their email addresses will be included with the minutes. 

The meeting closed with a period of worship. 

A Friend expressed concern that our meetings’ youth lack the deep understanding of the conscientious 

objector draft exemption and the sacrifices of those who came before that led to the exemption.  

 

 

Julie Stafford 

Recording clerk 
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2017 Piedmont Friends Yearly Meeting Epistle 

From the Second Annual Session Third Month, Eleventh Day 2017 

 

Greetings to Friends Everywhere, 

Feeling the Spirit with us, joining our hearts in the joy of coming together, Piedmont 

Friends Fellowship and Piedmont Friends Yearly Meeting gathered at Carolina Friends School in 

Durham, NC to celebrate our annual spring retreat March 10-12, 2017. The second Piedmont 

Friends Yearly Meeting annual sessions met on Saturday afternoon March 11, 2017. 

The highlight of annual sessions this year was the welcoming of two additional monthly 

meetings into yearly meeting affiliation: Abingdon Friends Meeting of Abingdon, VA, and Eno 

Friends Meeting of Hillsborough, NC.  Abingdon Friends moved to our yearly meeting from 

Baltimore Yearly Meeting and are a new monthly meeting to Piedmont Friends Fellowship as 

well. Eno Friends Meeting was a worship group under the care of Durham Friends Meeting and 

were in the Piedmont Friends Fellowship family. They were released to monthly meeting status 

in 2016, taking the historic name of Eno Friends from a long-ago area meeting, and now affiliate 

with Piedmont Friends Yearly Meeting.  Eno and Abingdon Friends shared their meeting history 

and introduced their meetings during annual sessions. Those introductions and participation in 

session worship and deliberations, retreat workshops, committee work, and sharing casual 

meals all contributed to the joy of getting to know new Friends who bring wonderful gifts to 

yearly meeting.  

There was much discussion around peace and social justice concerns in annual sessions 

and throughout the weekend with particular attention to our responsibility to care for the 

earth. Friends continue to work on how to connect across the yearly meeting for effective 

action in areas of concern for Piedmont Friends. Two minutes of concern were brought by 

monthly meetings for yearly meeting consideration, one supporting Guilford College’s role in 

their Every Campus a Refuge initiative and the other supporting the work of the North Carolina 

Commission of Inquiry on Torture. It was thrilling to experience Quaker process working in our 

large group as we considered, deliberated, and acted on these minutes. Words spoken of 

having been a refugee were “awakening” for some in attendance. Interest in reports from AFSC 

and FCNL was high, particularly in seeking how to join in important advocacy work. Finally, 

Friends acknowledge shared concern around actions of the U S administration which have 

made it very difficult for so many people to feel safe in our country.  With this in mind, Friends 

seek a way to hold the administration in the light in a sincere way… in loving kindness, 

sometimes a true challenge. 
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Each of the monthly meetings shared what has been on the hearts of their meeting 

during the year. Especially moving was the sharing from Fancy Gap Meeting on their 

experiences with helping refugees, feeding families and caring for their community in many 

ways, logging over 3000 miles delivering food to those in need, and transporting folks to 

appointments.  This touched the hearts of many and inspired us to do yet more in our 

communities if possible.   Fancy Gap is a small meeting and does so much, a true testament to 

what “Quaker” means. 

On Saturday evening we celebrated with Steve and Lynn Newsom their nearly-

completed five-year term as Co-Directors of Quaker House in Fayetteville, NC.  It was amazing 

to hear the work they have accomplished and shows that when people are determined to help, 

there are no obstacles too big to overcome in order to give love and support to our military 

returning from war zones.  Since its founding by Piedmont Friends in 1969, Quaker House has 

time and again stepped up to help service members heal from “Moral Injury” and physical 

injury. We are so proud of how Lynn and Steve have carried on this fine tradition.  

As we consider our 2017 Annual Sessions, we note the thread of concern of care for 

those more vulnerable and for the earth; and the accompanying worry whether we have the 

capacity to meet the needs before us.  And linked to those concerns, dear Friends, we found at 

annual sessions the joy of gathering, the comfort of shared concerns, the excitement of growing 

in numbers and energy, and the ever-present love of spirit among us. 

In Love, Light, and Hope,  
 
Marian Beane, Presiding Clerk  
Piedmont Friends Yearly Meeting  
24th day of seventh month, 2017 
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Piedmont Friends Yearly Meeting Calendar 2017-18 

2017 
Third Month (March) 
  11 (Saturday)   2017 Annual Sessions in conjunction with PFF Spring Retreat, March 10-12; 
 Carolina Friends School (CFS) 
 

Sixth Month (June) 

  3 (Saturday)   Interim Meeting; New Garden Friends Meeting (NGFM) 9:00 fellowship;  

 10:00 am- 2:30 pm 

 

Eighth Month (August) 

  26 (Saturday)   Interim meeting joint with PFF representatives; NGFM; 9:00 fellowship;  

 10:00 am-3:00 pm 

 

Ninth Month (September) 

 23 (Saturday)  PFF Fall Retreat for family, fellowship & fun; Seven Springs, Mocksville, NC. 

http://www.sevenspri ngsretreatnc.com.   Host Gary Hornsby  

 Friday afternoon/evening & Sunday (optional) 

 

Eleventh Month (November) 

  11 (Saturday)  Interim Meeting; NGFM; 9:00 fellowship; 10 am-2:30 pm meeting 

 

2018 

First Month (January) 

31 (Wednesday) Meetings submit Annual Statistics & Spiritual Condition Reports  

 

Second month (February) 

  3 (Saturday)   Interim Meeting; NGFM; 9:00 fellowship; 10 am-2:30 pm meeting 

 

Third month (March) 

20 (Tuesday)    Meetings submit the following to the PFYM recording clerk- Julie Stafford 

maryju@bellsouth.net  

• Names of up to three (3) Friends appointed as representatives to annual sessions 

• Brief message prepared by meeting in response to the query: “What has been most on the hearts of 

your meeting this year”; identify someone to read the meeting’s response during annual sessions.  

• Names of members/attenders who have transitioned during this year including a brief (1-2 

sentence) statement for how they will be remembered.  

20 (Tuesday)  2018 Annual Sessions advance documents are posted at 

http://piedmontfriendsfellowship.org/welcome/piedmont-friends-yearly-meeting/ 

Third – Fourth months (March-April) 

30, 31 & 1st    PFF Spring Weekend/Retreat and 2018 PFYM Annual Sessions; Carolina Friends School 

Fri - Sunday 

mailto:maryju@bellsouth.net
http://piedmontfriendsfellowship.org/welcome/piedmont-friends-yearly-meeting/
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